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Abstract

Planners for real, possibly complex, robotic systems should not only reason

about abstract actions, but also about aspects related to physical execution

such as kinematics and geometry. We present an approach in which state-based

forward-chaining task planning is tightly coupled with sampling-based motion

planning and other forms of geometric reasoning. We focus on the problem of

geometric backtracking which arises when a planner needs to reconsider geo-

metric choices, like grasps and poses, that were made for previous actions, in

order to satisfy geometric preconditions of the current action. Geometric back-

tracking is a necessary condition for completeness, but it may lead to a dramatic

computational explosion due to the systematic exploration of the space of ge-

ometric states. In order to deal with that, we introduce heuristics based on

the collisions between the robot and movable objects detected during geometric

backtracking and on kinematic relations between actions. We also present a

complementary approach based on propagating explicit constraints which are

automatically generated from the symbolic actions to be evaluated and from

the kinematic model of the robot. We empirically evaluate these different ap-

proaches. We demonstrate our planner on a real advanced robot, the DLR

Justin robot, and on a simulated autonomous forklift.



Figure 1: The robot Justin at DLR, about to manipulate two cups.

1 Introduction

The robot Justin (Figure 1) is given the task to put two cups on the red tray.

Justin is equipped with a task planner, and the planner generates a plan con-

sisting of four actions: pick up first cup, put down first cup on tray, pick up

second cup, put down second cup on tray. This plan is then put to execution:

Justin selects the first action, calls a path planner to find a suitable collision

free path, follows it, and then goes to the next action. Unfortunately, when ex-

ecuting the first put-down action the path planner decides to put the cup at the

center of the tray. When Justin tries to put down the second cup, it discovers

that there is no admissible path because there is not sufficient free space left on

the tray. Plan execution fails. What is worse, recovering from this failure might

be tricky, since it involves undoing previous actions to redo them differently —

said differently, it involves backtracking in the physical world.

The reason for this failure is that the task planner did not take geometry

into account. If it had, it might have detected that the plan can fail depending

on the placement of the first cup. Even better, it might have been able to select,

at planning time, a position for the first cup which left enough space for the

second cup. Abstracting from the geometric details is customary in AI planning,

but it may lead to problems like the one above when planning the actions of a

robotic system. This paper is about a hybrid planner that reasons both at the

task level and at the geometric level.

Justin has been developed at the institute of Robotics and Mechatronics at
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the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Oberpfaffenhofen. Justin is one of the

most advanced humanoid research robots, equipped with two arms with four-

fingered hands, a head with stereo vision, and a base with four wheels mounted

on extensible legs. The upper body of Justin has 43 degrees of freedom: 7

for each arm, 12 for each hand, 3 for the torso and two for the neck [34]. Like

other complex robotic systems, Justin was until recently dedicated to performing

only tasks involving pre-specified objects and action sequences, at least at an

abstract level. The work reported in this paper originated in the EU FP7-

project GeRT,1 aimed among other things at providing Justin with general task

planning capabilities. One of our first findings when trying to apply existing AI

planning techniques to a complex platform like Justin, was that task planning

and path planning cannot be done independently, lest the robot may find itself

in situations like the one in the vignette above. As it turns out, combining task

and path planning is a challenging issue, and it is the object of growing interest

in the AI and the robotics fields — see next section.

In this paper, we present a hybrid task-path planning system which combines

search on the task planning level with search on the path planning level. The key

idea is to use two levels of backtracking: action backtracking to reconsider what

actions to perform, and geometric backtracking to reconsider how to perform

those actions on the geometric level. Through this combined search, we can

address the problem in the vignette above by finding a better pose for the

first cup when we detect that there is not sufficient space for the second one.

Compared to the existing work, this paper makes three important contributions:

• We identify geometric backtracking as one key issue in the combination of

task and path planning;

• We present a hybrid task-path planning algorithm that implements geo-

metric backtracking; and

• The combined task-path search space may grow extremely large, so we

leverage heuristics to explore this space more effectively.

In order to evaluate our planner, we report experiments performed both on

the real Justin robot and on a simulator. We also report a simple experiment

where our planner is used to plan the operation of autonomous forklifts in a

warehouse, in the context of the Swedish project SAUNA.2 The latter experi-

1See http://www.gert-project.eu
2See www.aass.oru.se/Research/mro/sauna/index.html
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ment is aimed at showing that the proposed approach can be applied to domains

other than tabletop manipulation.

1.1 Task and path planning

Task planning and robotics have a long history together. The very first auto-

mated task planner, STRIPS, was developed for a mobile robot called Shakey at

the Stanford Research Institute in the late 60’s and early 70’s [12, 13]. Planning

in AI has progress enormously since then, but the main focus has moved away

from robotics. In fact, there is today only limited use of task planning on real,

deployed robots.

There is a large body of work on task planning which represents the world in

symbolic and logical terms [32]. Typically, the state of the world is represented

in terms of a set of clauses, such as grasps(left-hand,cup) or in(robot,room5).

When an action is applied, some clauses are removed and some are added.

Task planning representations provide good support for causal reasoning on

a fairly abstract level. Goals and tasks can be specified abstractly, such as

on(cup1,tray2) or prepare-tea(cup1), rather than in terms of coordinates and

angles. Such representations are insufficient for modeling the kinematic and

geometric properties of the robot and its environment. When planning for a

complex robot like Justin, one must take into account the kinematic constraints

of the robot, how it can grasp different objects, and the presence of obstacles.

To address issues about geometry and kinematics, there is a large body of

work on path and motion planning [27]. These algorithms plan in continuous

state spaces, and utilize kinematic (or even dynamic) models of the robotic

system as well as models of obstacles. Given a target pose or configuration

for the robot, a path planning algorithm can find a collision-free path leading

there. It may even take goals which are sequences of target poses and poses

for multiple movable objects, and find a path leading through/to all of those

target poses. However, it cannot determine how to decompose a complex and

abstractly specified task into target poses for itself and for specific objects. For

instance, a path planning algorithm cannot determine that in order to prepare a

cup of ice tea, one needs to hold the water jug above the glass and pour. A path

planner is not able to decide whether a particular movement is instrumental in

solving a complex and abstractly specified task or not. It is incapable of the

kind of means-end reasoning that a task planner excels at. Hence, what a robot

like Justin needs is a combination of task and path planning.
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Figure 2: A hybrid state for the Justin domain. It consists of two components:
a geometric one and a symbolic one. For computations in the geometric state,
we utilize a geometric and kinematic model of the robot and the environment
(to the left).

1.2 Hybrid task and path planning

Combining a task planning algorithm and a path planning algorithm entails

combining the search of the two algorithms. This in turn entails combining their

respective representations, into hybrid states consisting of a symbolic component

and a geometric component (Fig. 2). Thus, when checking the preconditions

of an action, one can refer both to the symbolic component and the geometric

component. When evaluating the effects, one can update both components. For

instance, whether there is tea in a given cup can be represented symbolically as

contains(cup1,tea), whereas whether the robot can reach the cup with its left

hand without colliding with other objects can be computed from the geometric

state by invoking a path planner.

How to combine the search is not a trivial issue, though, as there might

be strong dependencies between different actions on both the symbolic and the

geometric levels. On the symbolic level, the task planner can backtrack. On

the geometric level, when e.g. computing a motion for an action, the path

planner can explore alternative paths. However, geometric decisions are not

always local to actions: a choice of how to perform an action at the geometric

level may also have consequences for a later action, and in the worst case render

the later action inapplicable. Geometric backtracking is the process of revisiting

geometric choices in previous actions in order to be able to apply the action

presently under consideration [22]. For instance, if the task is to place two cups

on a small tray (as in the initial scenario), the first cup may be placed in the

middle of the tray, leaving insufficient space for the second cup. The planner
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will sample poses on the tray for the second cup, but will not find any that

works. When the action to place the second cup is found to be inapplicable, the

planner needs to go back to the first place action and reconsider where the first

cup is to be placed. Thus, the planner will sample alternative poses for the first

cup, and for each such pose sample positions for the second cup, until a viable

combination is found or a limit is reached.

However, the difficulty doesn’t stop there. If putting two cups on a tray

is part of a larger task, there might be many other actions which in principle

could constitute geometric backtracking points. Many of these actions may

be completely irrelevant to the present action; for instance, they may involve

manipulating objects at the other side of the table. Including those actions in

the backtracking would induce a large computational cost for very little gain.

This raises the question how to select what actions to use as backtrack points.

Therefore, in this paper, we make an effort to provide methods for informed

geometric backtracking.

1.3 Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work,

and explains how our work fits into that context. In section 3, we give a more

formal presentation of path and task planning, and how we integrate them. We

also present our algorithm for hybrid task and path planning. Section 4 presents

an algorithm for informed geometric backtracking, and also proposes different

criteria for selecting what actions to backtrack over. Section 5 introduces a

complementary constraint-based approach that aims at reducing the geometric

sampling space for actions. In section 6, we discuss hybrid planning in the con-

text of the work on abstraction by Bäckström and Jonsson. Section 7 presents

an experimental evaluation of our backtracking methods, and section 8 demon-

strates how the planner is used on the real Justin. In section 9, we present a

second domain involving an autonomous forklift transporting pallets; this do-

main is intended to demonstrate that our approach is not limited to table-top

manipulation.

2 Related work

The approaches to combining task and path planning we have encountered in

the literature can roughly be divided into three categories, defined in terms of
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how the task and path planning components relate to each other.

Path planning guided by task planning. In these approaches, path planning

is primary, and task planning secondary. The planners mainly work on a path

planning problem, but there is also a symbolic representation of the domain

which can be used to structure the path planning problem and determine where

to direct the search. These approaches include aSyMov [3] and SamplSGD [35].

I-TMP [16] should also be mentioned here, although it strictly speaking does not

involve a task planning algorithm but a given task graph which represents a set

of potential plans. These approaches address path planning problems involving

a number of movable objects and/or multiple robots and/or a robot with many

links. Such path planning problems have high-dimensional configuration spaces.

In order to reduce that dimensionality, the problem is divided into tasks or

actions corresponding to lower-dimensional subproblems. Such actions can for

instance be to move one single object to a specific position while all other

objects remain in position. The role of the task planner is to determine what

actions/subproblems are to be explored. For instance, aSyMov only invokes the

task planner as a heuristic for selecting actions. Each action then becomes a

path planning problem, from the region in the configuration space where the

preconditions hold to the region where the effects hold. ASyMov alternates

between extending the road maps of already included actions, and by adding

new actions and starting on new road maps.

Task planning querying path planning. In these approaches, a task plan is

generated, and some of the actions involve path planning problems which are

solved by dedicated path planners or other geometric reasoners. Each path

planning problem is solved separately, a the time when the action is applied

by the task planner. These approaches include Guitton and Farges [15], Alili

et al. [1], SAHTN [37], semantic attachments [7, 8, 6], Hierarchical Planning

in the Now (HPN) [20, 21], and HTN-GTP [4]. Typically, specific clauses in

the preconditions and/or effects invoke calls to a path planner. For instance,

the semantic attachments represent a general approach to invoking external

solvers. A precondition clause such as (check-transit x y g) may invoke a call to

a path planner. Information about the current robotic configuration is encoded

in the states of the task planner by terms q1 ... qn, and the transformation

matrix for the pose of object o is encoded by terms p0(o) ... p11(o). The

semantic attachments approach is basically an extension of PDDL (an object-

oriented version also exists [17]). It has been applied to combined task and path

planning with the Temporal Fast Downward planner [10] as task planner. All
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backtracking occurs on the task planning level.

HPN [20, 21] is a greedy hierarchical approach: the planner plans at dif-

ferent levels of abstraction, and a regressive planner solves the subproblems at

each level. States can be arbitrary data structures, containing for instance geo-

metrical information and Boolean attributes. There is no explicitly represented

symbolic state component. However, a set of predicates (fluents) can be defined

and given interpretations in the context of these data structures. Of particular

interest in HPN is the use of generators which constitute an important link

between symbolic and geometric reasoning. They support the selection of e.g.

a specific location in an extended region, or a path that moves the robot into

a new configuration, or more specifically to a configuration where it can pick

or place a given object. Path generators can also provide the swept volumes of

the robot while traversing the paths returned. These volumes can be used in

preconditions in order to clear the path of obstacles. HPN interleaves planning

and execution: As soon as the primitive version of an action is encountered,

that action is executed. Thus, HPN is only complete for serialisable problems.

Task planning first, then path planning (iterated). In the third type of ap-

proach, the integration between task and path planning is somewhat less tight.

A task planner first generates a task plan, and a path planner then generates

continuous paths for the actions in the task plan. If the path planner fails, the

task planner can backtrack and try another task plan. Erdem et al. [9] propose

an approach of this type. First, a task plan is generated. There actually is

some geometric reasoning during this phase: the task planner can make certain

geometric feasibility checks by means of external predicates/functions. Once a

task plan has been found, it is used to guide a motion planner that attempts

to generate a continuous motion for each robot. If the motion planner fails,

it can add constraints to the task planning problem. When the task planner

is reinvoked, it can generate a new task plan that avoids the reasons for path

planning failure of the previous task plan. This is repeated in a loop until a plan

that is feasible at both the task level and the motion level is found. The task

planner is based on the Causal Calculator [31] which provides a richer causal

representation than traditional planning formalisms.

Dearden and Burbridge [5] is another instance of the task planning first, then

path planning approach. It uses a classical planning representation and has no

geometric reasoning during the path planning phase. However, probabilistic

models of predicates can be learned from examples, and these models can be

used for sampling. Like the work presented in this article, it has been applied
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to the Justin robotic platform in the context of the GeRT project.

Our hybrid planning approach belongs to the second category (task planning

querying path planning). Besides being aimed at an advanced real robot, it also

distinguishes itself by using geometric backtracking. An extended abstract by

Alili et al. [1] has briefly addressed that topic before. More recently, HTN-GTP

[4] proposes a method for combining a hierarchical task network planner (HTN)

with a geometrical task planner which includes backtracking on the geometric

level. The first category of planners such as aSyMov [3] can perform similarly by

exploring multiple paths between states, and the third category of planners such

as the one by Dearden and Burbridge [5] by performing backtracking during the

path planning phase.

There has also been some work on comparing the different approaches, and

in particular the second one and the third one [14, 36, 26]. Lagriffoul et al. [26]

has shown that the choice depends on how much pruning effect the checks of

geometric preconditions have, and that sometimes the best choice is to use the

second approach for the beginning of the plan and the third approach for the

remainder.

3 HyPR-SaFoS: a combined task and path plan-

ner

Our combined task and path planner, Hybrid Planner for Robots based on Sam-

pling and Forward Search (HyPR-SaFoS), utilizes a hybrid state representa-

tion, where certain predicates are evaluated as usually in the symbolic state

component, but other predicates are evaluated in the geometric component.

This evaluation might involve immediate geometric computations, e.g. whether

an object is within a region, or a search problem such as path planning which

in our case we solve by using sampling-based motion planning techniques [27].

Task planning is done in a forward-chaining manner. In our implementation, we

have chosen a forward-chaining HTN planner (Shop2 [33]), but besides forward-

chaining, our approach is not dependent on a particular choice of task planning

algorithm. The important change to the task planner is how one evaluates

preconditions and effects: one has to make a distinction between clauses with

symbolic and geometric predicates.
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3.1 Preliminaries: task and path planning

A task planning problem [32] consists in finding an applicable sequence of ac-

tions, i.e. a plan, P = (a1, . . . , an) which leads to one of a given set of goal

states specified by g when performed from a given initial state s0. Actions

are characterized by having preconditions Prea that specify in what states a

is applicable, and effects Eff a that specify how a state changes when the ac-

tion is applied. Finally, a state s is a set of atomic statements p(c1, . . . , cn).

The plan existence problem for classical planning (without functional terms) is

EXPSPACE-complete [32, p. 59]. Fig. 3 shows an example of an action schema

for a hypothetical pick action for Justin.

act: pick(h,o)
pre: empty(h) and graspable(o)
eff: not empty(h) and grasped(h,o)

Figure 3: Action schema for Justin, representing a set of pick actions. The
parameter h indicates what hand to use (left or right) and o is an object (e.g.
cup1).

Path planning [27], on the other hand, considers a continuous space. There

is a world space W = R2 or W = R3. The obstacles in the world space are

defined by the obstacle space O ⊆ W. There is a robot which can be a rigid

body A or a collection of connected links A1, . . . ,An.

The configuration space C is determined by the various translations and rota-

tions that the robot (or its links) can perform. A(q) is the space in W occupied

by the robot transformed according to the configuration q (and equivalently for

A1, . . . ,An). Cobs is the obstacle region in the configuration space, defined as

the set of configurations where the interior (int) regions of O and A intersect:

Cobs = {q ∈ C|int(A(q)) ∩ int(O) 6= ∅}

where Cfree = C \ Cobs is the free space in which the robot can move.

A path planning problem is defined by the above entities (the domain),

an initial configuration qinit ∈ Cfree and a goal configuration qgoal ∈ Cfree. A

solution to a path planning problem as defined above is a continuous path

τ : [0, 1] → Cfree where τ(0) = qinit and τ(1) = qgoal. Figure 4 shows a simple

path planning problem in C = R2 where a robot has to move from qinit to qgoal.

The obstacles in Cobs are in gray, and a solution path is indicated. In the general

case, path planning is PSPACE-complete [27, p. 249]. In addition to the robot,
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qinit

qgoal

Figure 4: Schematic representation of a path planning problem. The white area
is Cfree, the gray areas constitute Cobs, and the dotted line is τ .

there might for instance be parts (objects) that the robot can transport, or

there might even be multiple robots. In our work on the Justin robot, path

planning is done for one 7-degree arm at a time, and any transported parts

simply follow the hand. Hence, C for each path planning problem effectively

consists of 7 parameters. The obstacle space Cobs comprises the table surface,

objects on the table, and the other arm. We employ sampling-based motion

planning techniques [27]. Path planning for Justin is usually done with respect

to a target pose for the TCP (Tool Center Point) of one of its arms.

3.2 Hybrid states

A hybrid state is a pair s = 〈syms, geos〉 where syms is a symbolic state and

geos is a geometric state including the configuration of the robot(s).

In order to refer to the geometric state in the preconditions and effects of

operators, some of the symbolic terms and statements represent abstractions on

the geometric representation used during path planning.

• Certain constants correspond to regions or bodies (i.e. solid regions) in

the work space. For instance, of the terms in clause in(a,b), the a might

correspond to a body representing a box, and the b might correspond to

a small circular area representing a position.

• Certain atomic statements correspond to subspaces of the world or config-

uration space. For instance, in(a,b) corresponds to those geometric states

where the body representing the box denoted by a is inside the region

denoted by b.
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To formalize these abstractions, we can define a function ref (t) which gives

the object or region o that the constant term t refers to, and relation holds(p, 〈o1, . . . , on〉, geo)
holds if the relation p holds over the objects 〈o1, . . . , on〉 in the geometric

state geo. The latter can for a given predicate p be defined e.g. in terms

of constraints over W, or as a query to a path planner or some other spe-

cialized reasoner. An atomic statement p(t1, . . . , tn) can then be evaluated as

holds(p, 〈ref (t1), . . . , ref (tn)〉, geos). For convenience, we can divide predicates

into two sets: Predsym are those evaluated symbolically, and Predgeo are those

evaluated in the context of a configuration.

An atomic statement p(t1, . . . , tn) holds in s iff either

• p ∈ Predsym and p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ syms or

• p ∈ Predgeo and holds(p, 〈ref (t1), . . . , ref (tn)〉, geos).

A compound statement is evaluated according to the standard connective and

quantifier definitions.

3.3 Hybrid actions and plans

An action schema o is a tuple 〈A(v1, · · · , vn), pre(v1, · · · , vn+m), eff (v1, · · · , vn+m)〉
where:

• A is an action symbol.

• v1, · · · , vn is a sequence of variables serving as parameters of the operator.

• pre(v1, · · · , vn+m) is a conjunction of literals representing the precondi-

tions of the action.

• eff (v1, · · · , vn+m) is a set of literals pi(vi1, . . . , vik) or ¬pi(vi1, . . . , vik)

representing the effects of the action, i.e. what atomic statements should

be added to and removed from the state, respectively.

Figure 5 shows an action schema for Justin. In an action instance, the variables

in the schema have been replaced with constant terms. We sometimes use the

letter a (symbol+arguments) to refer to an action instance, and we let prea and

eff a refer to its preconditions and effects.

The (optional) extra variables v1, · · · , vn+m will be bound while precondi-

tions are tested: we use the symbol γ for bindings. These bindings may include

variables bound to geometric entities such as paths τ . By referring to the same
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paths in the effects, the geometric state can be changed. We denote an action a

with such bindings γ by a/γ. An action should have at most one such geometric

variable.

act: pick(h,g,o)
pre: empty(h) and graspable(o) and can-move-pick(h,g,o,τ)
eff: not empty(h) and grasped(h,o) and is-picked(h,g,o,τ)

Figure 5: Action schema for Justin, representing a set of pick actions. This is an
extension to the action schema in Fig 3. The parameter g indicates the type of
grasp (e.g. top), and τ represents a path to be followed by the hand h during a
pick action. Can-move-pick and is-picked are geometric predicates: the former
binds τ to a path if one can be found, and the latter moves the arm to the end
configuration of that path and registers in the geometric state that the hand h
and the object o are now connected.

An action a is applicable in a hybrid state s (app(a, s)), iff its preconditions

hold in s and any τ(0) = geos.

The result of applying a hybrid action is:

res(a, s) = 〈(syms \ effs−) ∪ effs+, τ(1)〉

where in turn the effects on the symbolic state syms are

effs− = {pi(ti1, . . . , tik)|pi ∈ Predsym and ¬pi(ti1, . . . , tik) ∈ eff (t1, · · · , tn)}

effs+ = {pi(ti1, . . . , tik)|pi ∈ Predsym and pi(ti1, . . . , tik) ∈ eff (t1, · · · , tn)}

and the effects on the geometric state geos are:

effg = {[¬]p(t1, . . . , tk)|p ∈ Predgeo and [¬]p(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ eff (t1, · · · , tn)}.

Each geometric literal comes with a procedure that makes it true in geos, i.e.

satisfies

holds(p, 〈ref (t1), . . . , ref (tn)〉, geos′) where s′ is the resulting state. Typically,

how to do this has been determined already when evaluating the preconditions.

These preconditions should give a binding to a collision-free path τ such that

τ(0) = geos and τ(1) = geos′ , i.e. that connects the geometric components of

the states before and after the action.

A hybrid plan P is a finite sequence of actions (a1, . . . , an). The result of a

plan s′ = res(P, s) in a state s is defined as:
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• s if P = ().

• res(P2:k, res(a1, s)) otherwise, where P2:k is P with the first action re-

moved.

A plan P is valid in a state s if app(ai(t11, . . . , t1ni
), res(P1:i−1, s)) holds for

each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (P1:i−1 is the i− 1 first actions of P ).

3.4 Hybrid planning problem

A hybrid planning domain is a tuple D = 〈O,C, Pr,N, holds, ref 〉 where:

• O is a set of operators.

• C is a representation of the geometric state space according to section 3.1.

• Pred is a set of predicates.

• N is a set of constants (names).

• holds and ref are as above.

A hybrid planning problem is a tuple P = 〈s0, D, g〉 where:

• s0 = (syms0 , geos0) is the initial state consisting of a symbolic state syms0

and a geometric state geos0 .

• D is a hybrid planning domain.

• g is a goal formula.

A solution to a hybrid planning problem is a hybrid plan P that is valid when

starting from s0, and for which g holds in the final state sn.

Alternatively, in an HTN planner we may have the following definitions. A

hybrid planning domain is a tuple D = 〈O,M,C, Pr,N, holds, ref 〉 where:

• M is a set of methods for decomposing tasks. The methods concisely

specify a (possibly infinite) set of hybrid plans PM (T ) for each task list T .

• The other elements are as previously.

A hybrid planning problem is a tuple P = 〈s0, D, T 〉 where:

• s0 is the initial state.

• D is a hybrid planning domain including methods.

• T is a list of tasks.

A solution is then a plan P ∈ PM (T ) such that P is valid in s0.
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Algorithm 1 GeRT combined task and path planner.

Require: Initial state (s0), a goal specification g, and a planning domain (D)
1: function forwardSearchTaskPathPlanning(s0, g, D)
2: P ← ()
3: S ← (s0)
4: s ← s0
5: loop
6: if Achieved(g,s) then return P

7: choice of an action a ∈ Actions(s, g,D)
8: S, P, γ ← evalPreconditions(S, P, a)
9: if γ = None then fail

10: s ← res(a/γ, last(S))
11: S ← S ◦ (s)
12: P ← P ◦ (a/γ)

3.5 Planning algorithm

Algorithm 1, forwardSearchTaskPathPlanning, describes at a high level

our combined task and path planner. The input of this algorithm consists of

an initial hybrid state s0, a planning domain D and a goal g (or for an HTN

implementation, a task list). The algorithm returns a solution plan P in case

the function Achieved(...) confirms goal/task achievement on line 6. It is a

forward-chaining algorithm, and this is the main assumption we make.

In order to not make any further assumptions about search order at this

point, we present the algorithms as nondeterministic ones. In particular, the

choice command represents a non-deterministic choice of a value, and the al-

gorithm can be considered to fork on each choice. Fail represents that this

particular fork (sequence of choices) has failed and terminates. If all forks of a

choice fails, or the set of choices is empty, the fork that led there automatically

fails.

In line 7, the function Actions(...) produces a set of available actions. In

our HTN-implementation of the algorithm, the task-list (in g) is also updated.

We have used the task decomposition algorithm of Shop2, and we refer to the

literature about that planner [33] for further details. (The other algorithms

we present (in particular for backtracking) are independent of whether the top-

level algorithm is goal or task driven.) The importance of this line is that it

provides the available actions in some manner, which depend on the particular

task planner employed. Line 7 would be a backtrack point in a deterministic

implementation: this is how the algorithm searches over alternative plans on
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Algorithm 2 Evaluating preconditions.

Require: A sequence of states (S), a plan (P), and an action (a)
1: function evalPreconditions(S,P, a)
2: s ← last(S)
3: γ = ∅
4: for all p(x) ∈ Prea do
5: if p ∈ Predsym then
6: γ′ ← binding such that p(x/γ) ∈ syms .
7: if γ′ = None then
8: return S, P,None
9: else

10: γ ← γ ∪ γ′

11: else
12: γ′ ← binding such that holds(p, x/γ, geos).
13: if γ′ = None then
14: S, P, γ ← geomBacktracking(S, P, a/γ)
15: else
16: γ ← γ ∪ γ′

17: return S, P, γ

the symbolic level.

In line 8, the function evalPreconditions (see Algorithm 2) is called with

the present state sequence S (where the last element is the current state), the

present (partial) plan P, and the selected action a. It returns an updated state

sequence, and a value γ binding (among other things) a path τ in the geometric

space if this is generated by the preconditions. γ may also be None in case of

failure (line 9).

If the preconditions are successfully satisfied, then the algorithm computes

the effects of a/γ, adds the resulting state to the state sequence S and the action

a/γ to the plan P.

Algorithm 2, evalPreconditions, is called each time an action is to be

instantiated and its preconditions are to be evaluated. It iterates over the

clauses in the preconditions, and processes them according to whether they

involve symbolic or geometric predicates. A binding γ of free variables in the

preconditions is meanwhile constructed.

Of particular interest is the case when a geometric predicate turns out to

be unsatisfiable. This triggers geometric backtracking (line 14), which is an

attempt to change geometric choices at earlier steps in the plan in a way that

makes the preconditions of the present action geometrically satisfiable. This
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implies changing the geometric parts of the current state sequence S and the

current (partial) plan P. (The symbolic parts of S and P are unchanged.)

Therefore, these two entities are also returned by Algorithm 2.

4 Geometric backtracking

Geometric backtracking is the process of reconsidering previous geometric choices

in order to satisfy the preconditions of the current action. It is triggered when

certain geometric predicates cannot be satisfied in the present geometric state.

Algorithm 3, geomBacktracking, takes as input a state sequence (S), a

plan (P), and the action (a) whose preconditions failed on the geometric level.

The algorithm selects an increasingly larger subset of actions A from P ordered

in a sequence (line 5). Note, that the actions in A need not be adjacent in

P, but they should still respect the order in P. Initially, only the action that

triggered the backtracking is included in A (line 2). The simplest way of doing

the selection is by reversed chronology, i.e. starting with the last action in P and

then working backwards one action at a time. It then attempts to find a valid

sequence of geometric states by changing the geometric choices of the selected

actions (call to findGeomSeq at line 7). If successful, it returns the updated

state sequence (S) and plan (P), and a binding (γ) for the attempted action

(line 9).

The function findGeomSeq(...) attempts to find alternative geometric in-

stantiations of the selected actions in A. It takes the earliest action in A and

samples possible geometric bindings for the geometric parts of its preconditions

(line 16). It then applies the action with that binding, and then updates the

states and actions (aBetween) that come between this and the next selected

action in A (line 23). After that, it recursively proceeds with the next action in

A. The effect is that there is a search over the ways to satisfy the preconditions

of the actions in A. Meanwhile, the preconditions of remaining actions in P are

just reevaluated to accommodate the changes due to A, but are not otherwise

involved in the search.

In order to sample statements with geometric predicates in a systematic

manner, we use the van der Corput and Halton sequences [24]. These sequences

guarantee a uniformly distributed sampling over [0, 1]n, and can straightfor-

wardly be used to sample a bounded n-dimensional space. Currently, grasps

(tool center position) are sampled for pick actions, and object poses (position
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Algorithm 3 Geometric backtracking.

Require: A sequence of states (S), a plan (P), and an action (a)
1: function geomBacktracking(S, P, a)
2: A ← (a).
3: loop
4: Aprev ← A
5: A ← fsel(P,A)
6: if Aprev = A then return S, P,None

7: S, P, γ ← findGeomSeq(A, P ◦ (a), S)
8: if γ 6= None then
9: return S, P, γ

10:

11: function findGeomSeq(A, P, S)
12: aSel ← first(A)
13: A ← rest(A)
14: aBetween ← actionsBetween(aSel ,A)
15: s ← state before aSel in S.
16: Γ← sampleGeomPreconds(aSel , s)
17: choice γ ∈ Γ
18: if A = () then
19: return S, P, γ
20: else
21: s′ ← res(aSel/γ, s)
22: Insert s′ into S, and aSel/γ into P.
23: P, S ← updateIntermediateActionsStates(aBetween, P, S)
24: if P 6= None then
25: return findGeomSeq(A, P, S)
26: else
27: fail

and orientation) are sampled for put actions. In the pick action schema in

Figure 5, the sampling is done for the target TCP according to the clause can-

move-pick(h,g,o,τ)

Geometric backtracking fails, if the geometric space corresponding to the

combination of geometric actions in P has been exhaustively explored unsuc-

cessfully (line 6).

In practice, implementing geometric backtracking to addressing complete-

ness allows one to solve a planning problem efficiently given runtime constraints:

we start a search process with a low sampling resolution; and upon failure of

this process, we launch a new search process with an increased resolution.
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4.1 Informed geometric backtracking

There are a number of possibilities for the selection function fsel in the back-

tracking algorithm. The REVCHRONO criterion is defined as follows: if failed

attempts occur while attempting to satisfy the preconditions of an action ai ,

then we select action the ai−1 that is the direct predecessor of ai in P. However,

such a criterion does not take into account what actually caused the difficulty of

applying the current action. Yet, the reversed chronology criterion in practice

has a decent chance of working as interdependent actions often appear close

in plans (e.g. the pick action preceding a put action). If that is not the case,

though, it can result in selecting recent actions that for instance involve only

objects that are far away from the present object and its present or target

location.

As the cost of geometric backtracking grows exponentially with the number

of actions involved, it is desirable to exclude irrelevant actions, and for those

actions that are potentially relevant, to be able to sort and address them in

some order of relevance in order to maximize the chance of finding a solution

quickly. For that purpose, we propose two heuristics to use for fsel: COLL and

KIN.

4.1.1 Collisions

Not surprisingly, the presence of obstacles is a major contributing factor to

failed preconditions, and these obstacles may sometimes be objects that have

previously been moved. The COLL criterion is based on counting collisions with

an object o that was placed by action ai . We select ai as follows.

We first retrieve the already moved objects Ocoll that collided the largest

number of times with a robot’s hand or grasped object when trying to find a

geometric instance of a:

Ocoll ← arg maxok∈OmovednbColl(a, ok)

where nbColl is the function that returns the number of collisions that were

detected between the robot’s hand and object o, and collisions that were de-

tected between the object grasped by the robot and object o, and Omoved is

the set of objects that were moved by hybrid actions of P. The statistics used

of evaluating nbColl are gathered during the generation of target poses (which

precedes path planning) when the preconditions of ai are evaluated.
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We select randomly an object ocoll ∈ Ocoll if there is more than one, and we

select the last hybrid action ai of P that manipulates object ocoll in P and that

is not already selected.

4.1.2 Kinematics

The second major factor behind failed preconditions are the kinematic con-

straints of the robot. The KIN criterion takes these constraints into account. If

failed attempts are due to the violations of kinematic constraints while placing

an object which was picked by action ai , then we select ai as follows.

First, we check whether kinematic constraints where violated when trying

to a find a geometric instance of a that manipulates object o using function

nbViolatedKinCst(a) that returns the number of times kinematic constraints

were violated (including joint limits). More precisely, nbViolatedKinCst(a) con-

siders constraints when the planner attempts to find an inverse kinematics solu-

tion for the target pose of the hand when picking up or placing an object. The

violations are most often due to the target orientation: the position is a less

frequent problem.

Second, we select the last hybrid action ai of P that manipulates object o

in P and that is not already selected.

4.1.3 Selection function chaining

Selection functions can be composed by chaining. The chain fAsel . f
B
sel means

that first the selection function fAsel is applied, and when that returns no further

actions fBsel is applied to the remaining actions.

4.1.4 Exploring different parts of the geometric sampling space

A naive implementation of Algorithm 3 leads the search to try every geometric

instance (binding) of a selected action (function sampleGeomPreconds())

exhaustively, and until after repeated failed attempts, focus on another selected

action. In this way, the search concentrates mainly on a sub-set of actions in

the search tree, and as such, the collected information about violated kinematic

constraints and detected collisions concerns mostly this sub-set of actions. The

collected information during geometric backtracking may then be misleading

for the informed heuristics, since it may underestimate the major problems

related to the whole set of selected actions. In order to avoid this bias and

tend to explore equally different parts of the geometric sampling space, we set
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a threshold in the number of failed attempts. Then, each time the threshold is

exceeded, we focus on another action. A bookkeeping data structure manages

the intermediate search states (which bindings were tried) that we get when

the threshold is exceeded, in order to continue search from them later, if it is

necessary to focus again on selected actions. In this way, geometric backtracking

remains complete.

4.1.5 Reducing redundant search

With informed geometric backtracking, because actions are selected one after

the other and possibly in a different order than the reversed chronological order,

if the planner selects several actions to backtrack over at the geometric level, it

may happen that we attempt to create the same geometric states several times.

So, in order to avoid exploring the same geometric states over and over again

during geometric backtracking (Alg. 3), we have to store the visited geometric

states and the failed attempts to create geometric states in a data structure.

Creating such a data structure and checking whether a geometric state or failed

attempt is already stored in it contribute to the overhead of using informed

geometric backtracking (memory consumption linear in the number of states).

For our implementation, we use hash tables for this purpose.

5 Exploiting geometric constraints

The heuristics presented in the previous section guide the search by selecting

the geometric predicates on which to backtrack in priority. This informs the

algorithm on the depth of the backtrack point, but not on which geometric

instance to choose in order to fix the problem. Choosing the right instance is

not possible when backtracking is caused by collisions, but it is possible when

backtracking occurs for kinematic reasons. In the former case, changing the pose

of the colliding object changes the configuration space of obstacles, which affects

the feasibility of other actions in a way which is computationally irreducible. In

the latter case however, the choice can be reduced by using our knowledge of

the kinematic model of the robot. This can be done by using a constraint-based

approach (introduced in [25]).

This approach is useful when the task itself is geometrically constrained, i.e.,

when the robot has to place the objects in specific target poses, in particular

with specific target orientations. Indeed, the TCP of a 7-DOF manipulator
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such as Justin’s arms can virtually reach any point in space, but kinematic

constraints impose strong limitations on the range of orientations that can be

reached by the TCP. Consequently, placing an object with a specific orientation

often requires to grasp the object with a specific orientation. Without guidance,

the only way to solve this problem is to backtrack on the grasp action until the

place action is kinematically feasible.

Our constraint-based approach is described in detail in [25]. We simply

mention here the type of constraints which are considered:

5.1 Modeling the kinematic constraints

We model the kinematic constraints by expressing the relationship between the

position of the TCP r in the workspace and its possible range of rotation. This

relationship is complex to compute, therefore we approximate it with linear

constraints. To do this approximation, we compute a set of kinematic maps off-

line, using a similar procedure to [11]. The workspace of the robot is discretized

into a 3-dimensional grid, and for each cell, the existence of an inverse kinematic

solution is tested for all possible rotations of a TCP template frame around its

associated reference axis (see Fig.6).

Figure 6: Examples of left TCP template frames with their associated reference
axis.

From this data, we build two maps γmin and γmax, which respectively associate

the position r of the TCP to a lower and upper bound for γ, the orientation of

the TCP template frame around its associated reference axis. This procedure

is repeated for all TCP template frames, hence each TCP template frame is

associated to two maps:

γmin : (rx, ry, rz) 7→ γmin

γmax : (rx, ry, rz) 7→ γmax.

These maps tell us, depending on the position r of the TCP, which range of

orientation
[
γmin, γmax

]
can be achieved. More precisely, if the TCP is oriented
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with γ ∈
[
γmin, γmax

]
, then an IK solution may exist, and if γ /∈

[
γmin, γmax

]
,

then for sure no IK solution exists. These maps can then be used to compute

a linear approximation of the kinematic constraints for a given region of space.

Consider for instance that the TCP is located in a box defined by r and r,

which are respectively a lower and upper bound for the variables rx, ry and

rz. These bounds (rx and rx in Fig. 7) are used to select a subset of points in

γmax and γmin, from which a linear regression is used in order to identify the

unit normals (nub,nlb) and offsets (mub,mlb) of two bounding hyperplanes (see

Fig. 7). Then, these parameters are used to formulate a constraint which gives

the range of possible rotation of the TCP in that region of space:

[
nT

lb mlb

] [r
1

]
≤ γ ≤

[
nT

ub mub

] [r
1

]
.

Figure 7: Schematic 2-d view of the 4-dimensional linear outer approximations
of a kinematic map by two hyperplanes

This linear approximation remains correct only for small regions of space,

but it is sufficient to approximate the kinematic constraints at grasps and release

positions of objects. The advantage of this approach is that we can compute

these constraints without an explicit position of the TCP. For instance, if we

plan to put a glass in the sink with a top grasp, we have enough information

to approximate the kinematic constraints, by combining them with other con-

straints, which we call placement constraints and grasp constraints. The place-

ment constraints can be formulated provided that the position and dimensions

of the sink are known. The grasp constraints can be formulated by knowing

which object is grasped, and which type of grasp is used. Next, we describe in

more detail how placement constraints and grasp constraints are constructed.
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5.2 Placement Constraints

This constraint represents the set of all possible relative stable positions of a

manipulable object at/in a fixed location loc. This constraint applies to the

translation part of the object pose p. A flat surface is assumed, but the formu-

lation can be easily generalized to a volume.

Figure 8: Placement constraint

Assuming that the sizes of objects are known, we can formulate the following

constraint in the frame of the location:

Ap ≤ cloc

with cloc = (0, ysize, zsize, xsize, 0,−zsize)

In order to get this constraint expressed in the world frame, it has to be trans-

formed according to the translation tloc and the rotation matrix Rloc of the

location:

ART
loc(p− tloc) ≤ cloc.

5.3 Grasp Constraints

Grasp constraints represent the possible relative positions of the TCP with

respect to the object when the object is grasped (or released). In case of a top-

grasp (or bottom-grasp) the TCP remains in a small region situated roughly

above (or below) the object (See Fig.9). In case of a side-grasp, the TCP

is situated along a circle centered on the z axis of the object, which can be

bounded by a square region using linear constraints. Whatever type of grasp

is used, a grasp constraint always defines a polyhedral region attached to the

object.

Using the notation in Fig. 9, grasp constraints can be formulated using two

parameters: the distance between the TCP and base of the object (δ), and the
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Figure 9: An example of constraints: Grasp constraints for a top-grasp (left)
and a side-grasp (right).

orthogonal distance between the TCP and the main axis of the object (ε). The

grasp constraint in the frame of the object can be written as a linear inequality:

Ar ≤ b

with A =

[
I

−I

]
and b = (ε, ε, δ, ε, ε,−δ).

During task planning, the geometric constraints described above are posted

to/rolled back from a constraint network each time a symbolic action is added

to/removed from the current plan. The constraints are parametrized by map-

ping the arguments of symbolic actions to numerical values. Consider for in-

stance the symbolic action pick(right,top,cup2). A pick action is associated to

a grasp constraint (see previous subsection), where the parameters δ and ε are

mapped from the grasp type top and the target object cup2.

Since each action results in new constraints, a set of variables has to be

created for each new action. A pick action is represented by four variables

x, y, z, γ, which represent the position and orientation of the TCP at the grasp

position, and a place action is represented by eight variables: four variables for

the TCP, and four variables for the object pose at the release position. An

action sequence thus results in a set of variables v = (v1, v2, . . . , vN ), to which

a set of intervals is associated:

D = 〈[v1, v1], [v2, v2], . . . , [vN , vN ]〉.

The bounds of the intervals are shrunk using a global filtering algorithm (adapted

from [29]). These intervals can then be used during geometric reasoning to prune

out geometric instances which violate the kinematic constraints.

An important feature of this scheme is that the constraints are conservative,
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i.e., infeasible actions may go through the filtering process, but feasible actions

cannot be pruned out. Hence, filtering safely prunes the search space without

loss of completeness.

6 Abstraction and backtracking

One might ask whether there are conditions under which geometric backtracking

can be avoided without loss of completeness. This is a question which has been

addressed on an abstract level by Bäckström and Jonsson [2]. In order to discuss

this, we will first specify the concepts of Bäckström and Jonsson in terms of our

representation. We will use σ to denote symbolic states including geometric

predicates, and γ to denote geometric states, when they are not specifically

associated with some hybrid state s. We write σ ∈ f(γ) to denote that γ and σ

could be combined to form a consistent hybrid state: f is called a transformation

function. The inverse function is f(σ). We also write σ′ ∈ Rsym(σ) to represent

that σ′ is reachable from σ on the symbolic level, and correspondingly γ′ ∈
Rgeo(γ) for reachability on the geometric level.

Now we can define a number of instance properties:

Pk↓: If there are σ0, . . . , σk such that σi ∈ Rsym(σi−1) for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

then there are γ0, . . . , γk such that γi ∈ f(σi) and γi ∈ Rsym(γi−1) for all

i (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Note that the states in the two sequences need not be adjacent:

there might be several other states between e.g. γi−1 and γi.

PW↓: Pk↓ holds for every k > 0. Here “W” stands for “weak”. This

property means that if there is a symbolic path, then there is also a geometric

path. In addition, every state in the symbolic path has a corresponding state

in the geometric path.

PS↓: If σ ∈ Rsym(f(γ)), then f(σ) ⊆ Rgeo(γ). This is similar to P↓, but in

addition every geometric state that corresponds to σ must be reachable from γ.

Bäckström and Jonsson also define two different kinds of path refinement,

which we can express in terms of hybrid planning as follows.

A path (plan) p = σ0, . . . , σk on the symbolic level is weakly downward state

refinable, if there is a sequence γ0, . . . , γk such that each γi ∈ f(σi) and there is

a path from each γi to γi+1. Every plan in a domain is weakly downward state

refinable, if the domain has the PW↓ property. This implies that backtracking

from the geometric to the symbolic level is not necessary. In addition, the

intermediate actions can be used as subgoals. This is a desirable property, as it
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is likely to make path planning easier.

Finally, a path (plan) p = σ0, . . . , σk on the symbolic level is strongly down-

ward state refinable, if for each i (0 ≤ i < k) there is a path between each

γi ∈ f(σi) and γi+1 ∈ f(σi+1). Every plan in a domain is strongly downward

state refinable, if the domain has the PS↓ property. This implies that back-

tracking on the geometric level is not necessary.

These are desirable properties for hybrid planning problems, as such prob-

lems can be solved by planning in two phases: first symbolically, and then

geometrically. There would be no need for backtracking from the geometric

to the symbolic level, and for the PS↓ property, no need to backtrack on the

geometric level. Unfortunately, these properties are unlikely to hold for a suffi-

ciently complex robotic platform such as Justin. First of all, consider the P1↓

property. It implies that if an action is applicable in a state on the symbolic

level, then there is at least some geometric instantiation of that action in that

state. This can in general not be guaranteed. For instance, a certain position p

may not be reachable with a given hand h due to static obstacles and kinematic

constraints, which makes an action such as putdown(o, h, p) geometrically im-

possible for any object o. For a mobile robot, a certain corridor may not be

traversable due to temporary obstacles. Secondly, the PW↓ property would not

hold for instance when: (a) it is geometrically possible to grasp a certain object

in some way, and (b) with some grasp it is geometrically possible to put it down

in a certain symbolically specified pose, but (c) yet to do both actions in a se-

quence is sometimes geometrically infeasible. In the context of mobile robots,

the PW↓ property might for instance be violated due to non-holonomity: (a) it

is possibly to go from position P1 to position P2 given some starting orientation,

and (b) the same applies to P2 and P3, but (c) when reaching P2 which is a

tight junction, the orientation is wrong for continuing to P3. Finally, PS↓ would

for instance not hold if how an object is grasped geometrically may sometimes

constrain how it can be put down. Nor would it hold for a non-holonomic vehi-

cle where the orientation at the starting position restricts possible orientations

at the destination.

7 Experiments

The aims of the experiments presented in this section are (1) to explore the

benefits and costs of using more informed geometric backtracking, and (2) to
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Figure 10: Simulated Justin that is to stack four cups onto two trays.

compare quantitatively different selection criteria for geometric backtracking.

There are two series of experiments in which Justin is to stack four cups

onto two flat trays positioned on a table, two cups per tray. Fig. 10 illustrates

an initial geometric state in the simulation environment for one of problems. A

corresponding initial symbolic state is used for generating all problem instances.

Atomic statements for arm left and cups cup2, cup3, and cup4 are omitted for

space reasons in Fig. 11.

For creating the problem instances, the positions of both trays were randomly

generated, and the initial poses of all cups were also randomly generated. Each

problem instance was addressed 10 times. A time limit of 300 s was set for

geometric backtracking. Each problem instance was addressed 10 times. The

RRT planner used to search for paths had a limit of 1000 nodes per attempt.

In this experimental study, we use three selection functions (see fsel in

Alg. 3): fREVCHRONO
sel , fCOLL

sel . fREVCHRONO
sel , and fKIN

sel . fREVCHRONO
sel . The

first one, fREVCHRONO
sel , is a single heuristic function, while the last two are

chains of two heuristic functions (see section 4.1).

The planner was running in Java 1.6.0 RTE with 32-bit native libraries used

for collision detection (VCOLLIDE), inverse kinematics and forward kinematics

computations. The computer had an Intel CORE i5 vPro processor (2.5 Ghz),

64 bit, 4 cores, 3 MB for the cache memory), 8 GB memory, and Linux kernel

3.0.0.

The path planner component of HyPR-SaFoS uses bidirectional rapidly
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is location(red tray)
is location(small green tray)
is location(table)
on(cup1,table) . . .
allow pick(z1,side,right)
allow pick(y1,bottom,right)
allow pick(y2,top,right)
allow pick(z1,top,right)
allow pick(z2,bottom,right) . . .
allow place(z1,side,right)
allow place(z1,top,right)
allow place(z2,bottom,right) . . .
empty hand(right) . . .
graspable(cup1,top)
graspable(cup1,bottom) . . .
is oriented(cup1,z1) . . .

Figure 11: Initial symbolic state for the experiments with the manipulation
domain.

pick(right,top,cup1)
place(right,red tray,z1)
pick(right,top,cup2)
place(right,small green tray,z1)
pick(left,top,cup4)
pick(right,top,cup3)
place(right,red tray,z1)
place(left,small green tray,z1)

Figure 12: Sample solution plan for stacking four cups onto two trays.
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exploring random tree (RRT) planning [28]. In algo. 3, if intermediate actions

and states are to be updated (line 23) during geometric backtracking, we do

not call immediately RRT for updating the paths associated with these actions,

but postpone these calls until after we update successfully the state that results

from applying the last intermediate action in aBetween. In this way, we do not

call RRT at each search node, but only when we reach a leaf search node. We

implemented this optimization, since (i) calling RRT is expensive (RRT uses

more than 80% of the geometric reasoning time in the following experiments),

and (ii) it is not the main reason for failure at the geometric level because the

scene in which Justin operates is not cluttered with obstacles (only four cups

on a table): if the path planner was able to find a path between two geometric

states geos1 and geos2, it is likely that it can find a new path between two new

geometric states geos3 and geos4, where geos3 is close to geos1, and geos4 is

close to geos2.

The sampling resolution at the geometric level is constant for all experiments:

16 for the pick actions (16 orientations), and 120 for the place actions (15

positions and 8 orientations).

We want to ensure that for each problem instance, the different heuristics are

used to solve exactly the same geometric backtracking problem. Therefore, each

problem instance consists of a fixed task plan, with the same actions in the same

order. We generated possible task plans by solving a (symbolic) task planning

problem and requesting all symbolic solutions. From a randomly selected subset

of the symbolic solutions, we created problem instances by combining them

with randomly generated initial geometric states and then filtering out problems

which the combination of plan and geometric state made intractable or too hard

(given a time limit of 300 s).

In the following sections, we show and analyze experimental results. The

bar charts report the performance of the planner addressing problem instances.

Each problem instance is addressed ten times. Each bar represents an aver-

age cpu time in seconds, and the associated error bar represents the standard

deviation of cpu time.

For each combination of problem instance and selection function, we filtered

out the bars that result from less than six successful runs out of ten runs in

Figures 13, 16, 14, and 17. Some problem instances do not appear at all in

Fig. 15 and 18, since they could not be solved using REVCHRONO within 300 s

(both with and without constraint propagation).
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7.1 Experimental setup - constrained area

The first series of experiments involves stacking four cups onto two flat trays

positioned on a table, two cups per tray. The instances that were solved are

numbered from 1 to 17.
3 The size of the one tray is such that it can just fit two cups, while we can

stack up to five cups onto the other tray.

A number of symbolic plans are used for the evaluation of the different

combination of selection heuristics. These symbolic plans solve the symbolic

problem. They contain eight primitive actions that are grounded and totally

ordered: four pick actions and four place actions. These plans differ from each

other in terms of ordering and variable constraints; i.e., they are distinct with

respect to how their primitive actions are sequenced and to what bindings are

chosen for their actions. In Fig. 12, such a solution plan is presented.

7.2 Results: constrained area

The bar chart reports the performance of the planner addressing 17 different

problem instances for the three different selection criteria. Each bar repre-

sents the mean path planning time, and the associated error bar represents the

standard deviation. When the latter is not visible, it is because the standard

deviation is too small for print. A missing bar indicates that the corresponding

experiment reached the time bound in all the runs without finding a solution.

In Fig. 13 and 14, we can see that COLL+REVCHRONO can solve all 17

problem instances. Note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis. It dominates the

other heuristic functions, since it performs the best for all the instances except

one. It often solves the planning problem instances with one order of magnitude

better times.

For problem instance number 10, we get a large standard deviation, since

a lot of collisions are detected between the arms of the robot when we execute

two pick actions in a row with different arms, a situation that is not dealt with

by COLL.

The general pattern here is that the selection function fCOLL
sel .fREVCHRONO

sel

is superior, with often one order of magnitude better times. This is due to the

fact that the cups on the small tray tend to collide very often, as the space there

is very constrained.

3The planning domain used in these experiments is available at
ftp://aass.oru.se/hidden/saffiotti/aijsubmission/.
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Figure 13: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain. Each problem
consists in stacking four cups onto two flat trays.
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Figure 14: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain. Each problem
consists in stacking four cups onto two flat trays. Constraints are propagated.
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Figure 15: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain with
REVCHRONO. Each problem consists in stacking four cups onto two flat trays.
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For the series of problems in Fig. 15, there is no speedup due to constraint

propagation, but a light slowdown due to the overload of propagating con-

straints. Clearly, this series of 15 problem instances is challenging foremost

because one the trays is small and a large number of collisions are detected, and

the kinematic issues are secondary: propagating geometric constraints does not

help in avoiding these collisions.

7.3 Experimental setup: constrained orientation

In the second series of experiments, the setup is similar to the first series, but

there are two important differences. Firstly, there are constraints on the final

orientations of two of the cups, within a 90◦ interval. Secondly, the two other

cups have no orientation constraints. There are now two large trays, so the space

constraints for both trays are easily satisfied. This makes kinematic constraints

more important: these mainly constrain the possible orientations of the task

center points of the hands relative to an object or position in the work space.

Geometric backtracking in these problem instances is mainly triggered in this

series when the final orientation constraints are not satisfied at the very end of

the plan. The instances that were solved are numbered from 18 to 39.

7.4 Results: constrained orientation

In Fig. 16, there is no clear winner among the selection functions, since most

problem instances are challenging due to complex robot’s kinematics and geo-

metric issues such as collisions with cups. REVCHRONO performs best for six

instances and solves 14 instances, COLL+REVCHRONO performs best for six

instances and solves 13 instances, and KIN+REVCHRONO performs best for

seven instances and solves 12 instances.

In Fig. 17, COLL+REVCHRONO dominates the other selection functions:

it performs the best for 15 instances, and it solves a larger number of problem

instances.

In Fig. 16 and 17, there is no obvious correlation between problem features

here: kinematic constraints and space constraints characterize the problem in-

stances and have to be taken into account together in order to solve them.

For problem instance number 21, there is a large standard deviation, since

the robot crosses its arms such that they form a cage. This results in difficult

path planning problems, and this issue can not be addressed by COLL and KIN.

For problem instances number 28 and number 33, we get again a large standard
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Figure 16: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain with a con-
strained final orientation. Each problem consists in stacking four cups onto
two flat trays.

deviation of the CPU time because a lot of collisions are detected between the

arms of the robot when we execute two pick actions in a row with different arms,

a situation that is not dealt with by COLL. For problem instance number 36,

the robots crosses its arms such that they form a cage, and a lot of collisions

are detected between both arms when two pick actions are executed in a row,

which results in a large standard deviation.

From the results shown in Fig. 15 and 18, we can evaluate the effect of prop-

agating geometric constraints on planning time. We focus on REVCHRONO,

since pruning the search space by propagating geometric constraints does not af-

fect the selection procedure with it: the same predicates are selected in the same

order with and without constraint propagation. The bars ”without constraint

propagation” correspond to the time spent on computing inverse kinematic so-

lutions, detecting collisions, and computing paths for the arms of the robots

with RRT. The bars ”with constraint propagation” include the time spent on
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Figure 17: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain with a con-
strained final orientation. Each problem consists in stacking four cups onto
two flat trays. Constraints are propagated.
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Figure 18: Geometric reasoning time for manipulation domain with a con-
strained final orientation with REVCHRONO. Each problem consists in stacking
four cups onto two flat trays.
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computing inverse kinematic solutions, detecting collisions, computing paths for

the arms of the robots with RRT, and propagating geometric constraints. The

bars ”only constraint propagation” only include the time spent on propagating

geometric constraints.

We can see in Fig.18 that propagating constraints always speeds up the

planning process, except for three problem instances out of 16. For four problem

instances, the performance gain is significant.

Overall, propagating geometric constraints is worthwhile, since it can speed

up the planning process for planning problems where no efficient informed pred-

icate selection function exists. Using COLL+REVCHRONO and propagating

geometric constraints is the most efficient in practice.

8 Working with a real robot

An important objective of our work has been to develop a planning system

that works not just on a simulation model of Justin, but on the real Justin

platform as well. Here, we present the relevant modules of Justin: perception,

world model, planning and execution. We also demonstrate the system on three

selected scenarios.

8.1 System overview

The perception module is based on analysis of point clouds obtained from a

Kinect sensor. Given known geometric models of possible objects in the actual

scene, an interpretation of that scene in terms of object classes and poses is

computed ([18, 19]).

The world model receives information from perception about classes, geome-

tries (mesh models) and poses of objects in the scene. The world model gives a

name to each object, usually its class. If several objects belong to the same class,

a convention is used to index them, e.g., left to right. In addition, the world

model also pre-computes a set of grasps for each object class. These grasps are

represented by the finger configurations (before and during the grasp) and the

pose of the TCP relative to the object.

The planner queries the world model in order to get geometric information

about the planning problem addressed. From the world model, it constructs a

geometric model which represents the initial geometric state, and also contains a
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geometric model of the robot. Purely symbolic information is given in a problem

file. Next, the planner searches for a plan.

If the planner is successful, the plan is used to generate a robot program

in the form of a sequence of Python scripts: one for each action. The scripts

contain, among other things, arm motions paths computed during geometric

reasoning, finger motions for grasping operations, and specific commands to

detect contacts (when placing an object) or reduce the stiffness of the robot

(during re-grasping operations with both hands).

The main limitation of the system is that the execution is entirely made in

open-loop fashion. It relies on accurate estimation of object poses, and precise

movements of the robot. Grasping an object for the first time is generally not

a problem, but errors occur when objects are moved and grasped several times.

If the object changes position within the hand during movement, it is released

at a slightly different pose than the one assumed in the geometric model, which

may compromise the next action in which it is grasped again.

8.2 Demonstrations

Figure 19: Different scenarios performed on the real robot.

During the GeRT project, we had the opportunity to test our approach on

different problems. Fig. 19 depicts different scenarios we used in our experiments

with the real platform. In contrast with the systematic study presented in

the rest of this paper which focuses on geometric backtracking, the scenarios

presented below (mainly A and C) emphasize the task planning part of our

system, i.e., the capacity to reason about effects of actions in order to reach a

given goal.

In scenario A, the task was to move two cups from one side of the table to

the other side. In the initial position, one cup is upright, and the other one is

upside-down. In the goal configuration, both cups have to be upright, hence the
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planner needs to find two different action sequences to solve the problem. The

first cup is moved using a hand-over, while the second cup is re-grasped using

the box in the middle as a temporary location.

In scenario B, the task consists in placing three cups on a tray. The difficulty

comes from the limited space on the tray and the large size of the hands, which

imposes to carefully choose the positions of the cups to fit them all on the tray.

This problem requires plenty of geometric backtracking to solve.

In scenario C, the task is to place two cups in a box, while grasping these

cups is prevented by two smaller occluding boxes placed nearby. Like in sce-

nario B, the size of the hands plus the limited space inside the box triggers

geometric backtracking. The planner here decides to move away the occluding

boxes before it moves the cups. The option to move them away was encoded

in an HTN method; in the future, it would be desirable to use statistics for

collisions to determine that. A video showing a run of this scenario is available

at ftp://aass.oru.se/hidden/saffiotti/aijsubmission/.

Using the reversed chronology heuristic without constraint propagation, prob-

lem A is solved in less than 10 s on average, and problems B and C in 10-20

seconds. Note that once the problem has been solved, a path-smoothing step

is necessary because the paths computed during search with RRT are generally

jerky. This smoothing step takes 2 s per action.

9 Navigation domain

The hybrid planner has also been tested in a simulated domain which comes from

the SAUNA project.4 The SAUNA project aims to provide safe autonomous

navigation for professional industrial vehicles including forklift trucks, wheel

loaders, mining trucks etc. The purpose of including this domain is to demon-

strate that our hybrid planning approach can be applied to a domain that is

significantly different from the Justin domain, using a robot with an entirely

different kind of kinematics. A forklift is to transport pallets from one location

to another in a warehouse. The forklift is a car-like (non-holonomic) vehicle in

terms of kinematics, but it has only a single driving wheel. The walls of the

warehouse and the pallets on the floor constitute obstacles to be avoided by the

forklifts. For simplicity, we model only two hybrid actions: pick-up(p), which

make the forklift navigate to pallet p, dock to it, and lift it; and put-down(x),

4See www.aass.oru.se/Research/mro/sauna/index.html
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Figure 20: Simulated forklift (white) that is to transport two pallets (black) to
the shipping area (upper right corner).

which makes the forklift go to pose x with the currently loaded pallet, place it

down, and undock. Actions are hybrid since they imply both a change in the

symbolic state and in the geometric state. The planning problem consists in

deciding the sequence of actions that lead to a state where a given set of pallets

is in the shipping area.

We have used the HyPR-SaFoS planner for addressing instances of this

problem. For path planning, we have used a lattice-based path planner that

can compute optimized paths between two poses of the forklift. Each node

of the lattice represents a pose of the forklift: coordinates and orientation in

the plane. The configuration of a forklift is thus denoted by q = (x, y, θ). In

terms of optimization, costs are associated with motions of the vehicle. For

example, backward motions are more expensive than forward motions. The

path planner uses pre-defined, kinematically feasible motion primitives, which

are applied repeatedly to obtain a directed graph that covers the configuration

space. The graph is then explored by ARA∗ [30], an anytime version of A∗.

Effective heuristic functions [23], as well as off-line computations for collision

detection, are implemented to speed up the exploration of the lattice. Unlike

the RRT path planner used for the manipulation domain, the lattice-based path

planner is deterministic.

A geometric state in this domain is given by the current poses of all the fork-

lifts and pallets in the warehouse, represented as bitmaps. Figure 20 depicts such

a geometric state where a pallet is in the shipping area on the top left, a single

forklift is in front of a pallet, and another pallet lays on the floor in the middle of

the warehouse. If from this state the hybrid planner were given the goal to bring

also the second pallet in the shipping area, it would plan to first pick-up the first
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pallet and put it down close to the top wall in order to make room for the second

pallet, and then move the other pallet. Videos showing some sample runs of the

system are available online at ftp://aass.oru.se/hidden/saffiotti/aijsubmission/,

together with the planning domain used.

The heuristic COLL can be implemented in this application domain in a

very similar way compared to the manipulation domain: we detect collisions

between forklifts and pallets.

10 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approach to hybrid planning for complex

robotic platforms. The approach is based on the concept of hybrid states, i.e.

states that have both a symbolic component and a geometric component. The

former is used for causal and logical reasoning, whereas the latter is used for

geometric reasoning tasks such as motion planning. These states, together with

the hybrid actions that transform them, constitute a combined search space

where each symbolic state component can be paired with many different geo-

metric state components. When the planner selects an action, it also needs to

determine how to perform that action geometrically. The latter includes deter-

mining how to grasp an object, exactly in what pose to put it down, and how to

perform motions of the arms, both with or without objects being held. As the

geometric/kinematic space is continuous, these choices involve sampling points

in this space.

These kinds of choices on the geometric level will constrain geometric choices

later in the plan. Still, these choices have to be made: motion planning requires

specific geometric states. Hence, it is necessary to be able to backtrack on the

geometric level as well as on the symbolic level. However, geometric backtrack-

ing can be prohibitively expensive, as the branching factor (determined by the

sampling size for actions/predicates) may be very high, there can be many back-

track points, and each step may involve a motion planning problem. Previous

experiments have shown that geometric reasoning and in particular path plan-

ning dominates the computation effort by several orders of magnitudes [22].

During backtracking, each action in the current plan may actually induce a

large number of path planning problems. For that reason, we have considered

how to perform informed backtracking, where one selects backtrack points us-

ing heuristics based on statistics for kinematic violations and collisions with
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other objects. The idea is that certain preceding choices will be irrelevant to

the present actions: in particular actions that involve other objects and distant

positions. We have demonstrated speedups of an order of magnitude using such

techniques, the most successful one being a collision heuristic. The propagation

of constraints on the kinematics of the robot, on the regions in the work space,

and on the feasible grasps can reduce the size of the geometric search space in

general. From our experimental study, combining this filtering mechanism and

the collision heuristic leads to the most efficient search.

Our approach has been applied to a particularly challenging real robotic

platform, the Justin robot at DLR. We have demonstrated it in a range of

different scenarios, with tasks involving multiple objects in small areas (trays),

large obstacles (boxes), small movable obstacles, and using an intermediary

position to regrasp an object. We have also presented simulated experiments in

a different domain whith different kinematics: a forklift transporting pallets in

a warehouse.
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